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About This Game

In Heavenly Battle you will be able to :
- Fly on a plane

- Destroy lots of different enemies
- Develop your plane

- Be cruising for a bruising
- Kill your time

- Kill lots of bosses!
- An interesting ending?

- Secret mode after full walkthrough for "hardcore-players"?
-AND ALL THIS AMAZING BRILLIANCE in retro-style directly in televisor in your display!
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Publisher:
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Just took me 74 minutes to complete, but I found it worth it (5\u20ac). Nice little twisted story.. ( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296
\u0361\u00b0). It's kind of like Skyrim but it has tiles.

10\/10. I Am The Hero. Bladed Fury. Dusk Diver \u9149\u9583\u753a. Metaverse Keeper.
\u5b59\u609f\u7a7a\u5927\u6218\u673a\u5668\u91d1\u521a \/ Sun Wukong VS Robot.
\u795e\u660e\u5728\u4e0a(Zengeon)...

Time travelling didn't work as intented, so now I'm making offerings -through national products- to chinese god of love,

...to help me fix things up with my ex-gf.

By the way, DELIGHTFUL.. Nicely expanded. It is commendable that they extend gameplay, add content and value for
the fans. Not that many people play, but for those that do it will be a decent treat.. Picked this up earlier while at my
dads. I enjoyed it, and so did he. We got around an hours worth for \u20ac2 so I cant complain. Eerie atmosphere and
some parts that were genuinely creepy.. It is full of bugs and the controls dont work. I hope it will be fixed soon,
because right now it is not enjoyable.. If you're reading this and considering buying this game, do it.
Fans of Limbo will especially love this.

I usually am not a fan of puzzlegames at all, quick to loose my temper when things get too obscure. But this
atmospheric little venture with a cute robot through cool enviroments feels more like an adventure.
Its a puzzle-game though sure, but with diverse and logical puzzles that are quite enjoyable to figure out. There's a hint
system in the game but i didnt know about it until i beat the game, the challenges are just intuative enough for you to
have those "Ah-a!" moments quickly without tearing your hairs out.

The game is short, thats its only flaw. I want more.

Oh yea also my cousin made this game, but im not biased. :P. Played for ~40 minutes and made it to the 9th level, on
which I chose to stop, after failing one section over and over. (bouncing cubes with string)
Presentation is a little dull. Stages vary in colour, as seen in the trailer.
Soundtrack was not necessary my taste, but I could see other people enjoying it.
RNGesus has to be on your side sometimes, so that the cubes (on strings\/ropes) don't fling back into your face.

There is no exit button. Alt + F4 is necessary to leave the game. at least, I couldn't fine one.
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Fun litte breakout type game with funny characters. I would recommend getting it with a discount but the developer seems
amazing and it is really cheap so go and support the dev !. This game is so bad and it needs to go back on OGP I highly do not
recommend playing this low tier game.. I've been a fan of the works of H.P. Lovecraft for many years, and this game is a
worthy tribute to the eponymic short story. The developer has very handily captured the tense atmosphere and sense of dread
that are the hallmarks of Lovecrafts' works.

It's worth mentioning that this product is much more of a visual novel than a game. You are essentally scrolling through a
modernized version of the original story with the accompaniment of a creepy sound track and artwork.

I recommend this game for any fan of classic horror fiction, and of course it's a "must own" for Lovecraft fans.. One of my
favorite Tower Defense games. I like how the rotatable (is that a word?) orbits kept me engaged trying to tweak it to maximize
my score. The campy atmosphere was perfect.. To get an idea of the gameplay, just check out the videos as i think they
represent it fairly well. It's a cartoonish VR Shooter with some twists and cool boss battles.

I got this game on sale. I was keeping an eye on it after many zombie shooter, horror games, war games, fight games etc..I
needed something more happy and positive. I think it's actually good.. Thumbs up for the cartoonish world inspired by
Pokemon. Graphics are simple but neat in VR. Runs flawlessly with 1.8 Super Sampling (on g1 1080), i guess it could be even
more. As far as i played i didn't notice mayor flaws in the gameplay nor in the presentation. The other way around: i've been
beating a couple of bosses and they were nicely done. I enjoyed the positive vibes and the funny translations. It's trippy stuff
overall, so if you are into trippy VR games you will like this one as well. Makes me want to get back inthere later on. In case i
will change my mind about something I will edit this review.
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